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Whitepaper of Mafia Villains #NFT project on Cardano
Mafia Villains is NFT project on Cardano network. It brings interesting new
ecosystem features. We share the values of the Cardano community and
ecosystem like support of decentralization, involvement of community, fair and
transparent approach and smooth communication.
The project has a pretty full roadmap.
In 2022 we will introduce in the beginning 3 male Mafia characters, such as Boss,
Capo and Soldier. There will be limited number of NFTs in total 15k for male
ones.
Consequently, we will start marketing campaigns, giveaways, listing and
verification on NFT marketplaces and other websites such as Cardano cube.
One of the innovative features is Mafia Villains Fund creation and fulfillment.
How will MVF work?
Each Villain or Turf will be minted with 4% royalties. Royalties take place if NFT is
sold via secondary markets where royalties functionality is supported. Normally
other NFT projects keep it for themselves. It is not the case for Mafia Villains. We
will send all 100% royalties into MVF.
On top, 100% $ADA from NFT sale will be delegated to several single SPOs to
support decentralization of Cardano network. It will be done long-term, for at
least 3 years from project start. And 100% staking rewards from these
delegations will be sent to MVF.
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Which means that there will be continuous fulfillment of MVF for many years and
the whole fund will be shared with MV community via Mafia Missions and O2E
(Own To Earn) program.
We consider this ecosystem setup as fair, transparent and beneficial for villains’
& turfs’ owners also in the long-term.
Also, in 2022 we will introduce female Mafia Villain. It will be one character called
Babe. With limited number of NFTs in total 5k.
MVF will be continuously fulfilled from $ADA staking and collected royalties
since project start.
In 2022 we will introduce Mafia Turfs.
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Mafia turf is a special area with different features, capabilities and rarity. Each
Turf will be represented like a hexagon showing certain part of the city or land.
There will be traits like hotels, bars, mines, roads, shops, cars or persons.
There will be limited number of Turfs’ NFTs in total 5k.
Turfs are important component to accomplish Mafia missions and consequently
join O2E program.
Once all male, female villains and turfs are available, we will step by step reveal
Mafia missions.
The missions will be available and visible for everyone on our website.
Each mission will give you a task. The task is relatively simple.
Example:
Mafia mission #1
“Collect on one cardano wallet address Mafia villain #235, #4203 and #8850
together with Mafia turf #4523”
In the beginning there will be a few very easy missions to accomplish. Such as
collect Mafia Villain Soldier #300 + 300 ADA on one cardano address.
If you complete revealed mission, just let us know (email, twitter, discord) and we
will check the cardano address mentioned by you. If there is a mission
accomplished, we will send $ADA prize to the address. It is one time action. If
mission is completed, reward cannot be claimed again and mission will appear as
done on our website.
We believe it is great opportunity for the whole MV ecosystem and owners to
get prize in $ADA if they collect certain combination of villains and turfs.
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In fact, there will be a mission for many villains and turfs. Some missions will be
easier with lower percentage share of $ADA from MVF and some will be more
complex with higher reward.
We understand that some missions might be OPEN forever, because the villains’
or turfs’ owners won’t be willing to sell or exchange them. But missions can be
accomplished anytime in the future, there is no time limit.

O2E program
As additional benefit for villains and turfs owners we introduce new concept and
program called Mafia Villains O2E.
If you collect minimum 3 accomplished Mafia missions on 1 cardano address,
you are eligible to join the program. Let us know via email, twitter, discord if you
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feel that you have fulfilled these criteria. Every 3 months, we will put together
number of requests for O2E program, evaluate the validity and dedicate % of
$ADA from MVF for these owners. It is passive income for you, just because you
keep several Mafia Villains and turfs NFTs on your cardano address.
We will evaluate that every 3 months. So, the number of O2E members will be
different each time. At the same time, we will keep the % of rewards from MVF
stable as the rewards are calculated by AI algorithms considering incoming and
outcoming trends of $ADA flows into MV Fund.
Another benefit might be that you can actually sell packages of villains and turfs
on NFT marketplaces which already fulfilled the missions and O2E conditions and
so that new owner might join passive income from O2E program.
$MVC token
As special bonus, once the villains and turfs minting is over, all owners of at least
1 NFT from Mafia Villains project, will receive 1,000,000 $MVC tokens for each
NFT. $MVC is native Cardano token which can be traded on DEXs and can be
used later in Mafia Villains ecosystem.
Mafiaverse
Nowadays the upcoming trend is metaverse and web 3.0. So why not? We have
been exploring opportunities within this space. In upcoming years, we plan to
work on and introduce Mafiaverse. (We’ve had a first touch with 2K company
which is video game publisher behind successful games Mafia I, II and III).
If we go on with Mafiaverse, then there will be exactly 5k land spots. In shape of
hexagons. And you got it. Each spot in Mafiaverse represents 1 Mafia Turf NFT.
You can claim your spot if you own at least one Turf. On top each Turf NFT has
buildings, objects, mines or people. Based on these traits you will be able to
produce additional $MVC tokens. Which are going to be official currency tokens
in Mafiaverse.
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You can buy anything what other Mafia Villains’ owners might offer. Merch,
Turfs, NFTs, Promotion ... you name it.

We are super excited to go together with you on our Mafia journey happening
on Cardano.

What are the Mafia Villains’ characters?
Male Villains
Boss – has the highest rarity. There are 1k boss NFTs.

Capo – is serving boss and manage the soldiers, but also has own interests and
connections. He has a middle rarity. There are 5k capo NFTs.
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Soldier – does the dirty job most of his time. He serves to capo and sometimes
directly to boss. In Mafia family, he is on low level, but higher than Associates. To
become a soldier, he had to become a “Made man”, proved his loyalty and earn
money for the family. Once he is a made man, he is bound by code Omerta and
must serve to family for life. There are 9k soldier NFTs.

Female Villain
Babe – has more compassion and feelings for the opponents than male villains.
She can have special items and traits suitable only for her. There are 5k babe
NFTs.

Mafia Villains Policy ID:
19de08c176c95754c497d7333cfc1f547bd28f899416cbbe301320db
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“One day you wake up and the world as you know it
will be different. Will you be on the right side?”
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